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ABOUT THE KITS AND CHARTS

Look on our website to see photos
showing what you get in each type of kit:

www.janetgranger.co.uk/whats-in-a-kit/

Please note all our kits are
intended for ‘one-twelfth’
scale (i.e. one inch to one
foot).

Using the colour charts in
our kits

All kits are worked by
counting from a colour block
chart, which is simple to use
and easy on the eyes. The
fabric itself is not printed. The
colour key lists descriptions
of the wool or thread shades
used.

Chart packs
Chart packs are available for all
carpet and wallhanging designs.
Each pack contains a clear black and
white symbol chart, detailed
instructions and suggested thread
colours for Anchor, DMC and Madeira
(plus Appleton’s in the carpet chart
packs).

Remember - we  also supply ‘project
size’ cut fabric pieces, including a 24
x 3 ins. canvas piece for those wishing
to make staircarpets
 - see back page for details.

Instruction sheets
Detailed instructions are included in every
kit, covering the stitches used (including
fringing stitch for the carpet designs), and
general finishing details. The staircarpet
instruction sheets cover how to measure
your staircase. The oval, circular and Tiger-
skin carpet instruction sheets have special
finishing instructions, explaining how to deal
with their irregular shapes, as hemming is
impractical for these. The wallhanging
instruction sheets explain how to add the
“tabs”. For all kits, detailed instructions are
always given about how to assemble any
components (*see the table, opposite) with
the finished stitching.

Clutch bag kits

Do the dolls in your doll’s house have a
handbag obsession?! These miniature clutch
bags could be just what you’re looking for.

The miniature clutch bags are all to be
stitched using tent stitch (like half cross
stitch) on 40 count silk gauze. The kits
contain Anchor stranded cotton, a generous
piece of silk gauze, clear instructions, a
suitable needle and a colour block chart to
count the design from.

The clutch bags measure approximately
22mm x 14mm when completed, depending
on the design.

Finished dimensions:
Approx. 1 x 5/8 inches (23 x14 cm)

Kits £10.95 for one,
£59.13 for all 6 (one of each design).

Bargello (peach) Bargello (pink) Bouquet

Diagonal Stripe Deco Posy Peony


